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Follow the instructions on page 45/46 for making the jacket.
Use one size number higher. Example, if size 7 is usually used, use size 8 instead. 
A dressing gown is an overgarment.  One size larger is all the extra ease that is required.

The following minor adjustments are required
to convert the Casual Jacket pattern (PG 45) for
 a pattern for a dressing gown.

2. Widen the pattern at the
hem line, shown in diagram 2.

4. Trace the neckline to form
an edging band.

3. Widen  the centre front to create
a wrap over.

1. Extend the length, from the hip line
   to the dressing gown hem for the 
   child's height.

1. Extend the length to that
preferred, for the child's height.

Widen the pattern by adding 5 cm at the hemline.
Draw a diagonal line from where the sleeve has 
been removed, to the now widened hem line

Add 5 cm onto the centre front line, (beyond) the centre
front line.  The gown is a wrap over.
At approx 5 cm below the chest line start a diagonal
line to the neck point, ending 4 cm away from neck point
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Using the diagonal line as a guide,

Curve the neck line 
approximately 2 to 3 cm
inwards, then outwards,
as illustrated here.

Add 3 cm to the front, following the curve,
from the neck to the hem. 
This is the edging band.

Trace this edging band from the main 
pattern.  (As you would trace a facing).

Widen the back pattern
piece at the hemline
by 5 cm, as was done
on the front.
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Refer to pages 6 and 7
for average height.
For custom sizing, 
measure the child from
front shoulder to waist.
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Part - 1



5 cm

Back

Widen the back neck by taking o�
4 cm at the neck point. Lower the
back neck 3.5 cm at the centre back.
Correct the neck curve.

Then, add the 3 cm edging band to
the back neckline. i.e., above the 
neckline (as was done on the front)
Trace the band from the back pattern.

On
Fold

Front 
Sleeve

Back
Sleeve
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Cut 4 pieces of edging band pattern pieces.
One acts as a facing.

Tape the back and front 
traced edging bands together at 
shoulder line. This is so, 
when cutting out in fabric, 
the result will 
be one joining 
seam
at the centre 
back only.

On the front pattern, draw a 
diagonal line from centre shoulder 
line to the hem line.

Spread open up the pattern 
approx. 5 cm.
Tape the opened pattern onto the 
paper underneath.

Place the front pattern onto another
sheet of paper. 
Starting at the hem line
cut up to, but not through, 
the shoulder line.
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Slight curve here , so lines
flow into one another.
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Join the two sleeves together as illustrated

Curve the pointed ends
where the two sleeves
are joined

Do not curve lower than 1 cm
from the original lines.

Cut 1 on fold 
of fabric

Cut x 2 

Cut x 2 

Cut x 2 

Completed Pattern Pieces
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